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The following is a summary of MET AL and MET AL-related activities for 
the Austin MET AL group during the month of March 1990. 

Software 

Jennifer Oppenheim finished modifying the coding sequence for English
German VST transfer entries. She also installed PCL software in order to 
begin her work on specifications for a uniform window interface for the 
Intercoder. The purpose of this work will be to separate Intercoder win
dowing software which is independent of the native windowing software 
from the software which actually implements the window. 

Lexicon 

Robert Boone continued his work adding missmg NSTs to the transfer lexi
con. He also worked on a proposal for handling compounds from the 
standpoint of the transfer lexicon. 

Susan Chapman spent part of the month reviewing and revising VST ARGS 
coding particularly with respect to the new Pl and PO hierarchies. She 
also made changes to ARGS in specific VSTs, as suggested by Lesley 
Jezierny. 

Lesley Jezierny completed her coding of the VST transfer entries and 
wrote suggestions for ARGS coding in the monolingual VST entries. 



Grammar 

Robert Khan continued his work on compounds and morphological deriva
tion. 

Jocelyn Liu was on vacation during the first half of the month. During the 
secoµd half she expanded the ANA-NU-PS-AGREEMENTS named procedure, 
cleaned up number and person agreement in various CLS-level rules, and 
continued debugging the system on the basis of results from the principal 
benchmark texts. 

Ana Santisteban worked primarily on attachment of parenthetical (PAR) 
constructions. She also cleaned up rules that handle quoted strings. 

I divided my time between cleaning up the English frame tests and de
bugging the system using the output from the benchmark texts. 

Michael Wiesner returned to Munich in late February. 
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